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Class 1 

- CONVERSATION -

Greetings and Introductions      10 minutes

Useful phrases
• “Hi! Nice to meet you! I'm _____.”
• “So, tell me about yourself...”
• “What do you like to do in your free 

time?”
• “Would you say you are more 

extroverted or more introverted?”

• “How do you do(?). I'm ____.”
• “What hobbies do you have?”
• “How would you describe your personality?”
• “Well, generally, I am a /an  _______ person.”

(outgoing, quiet, active, analytical, etc.)

Come up with more useful phrases.
Explain any words and/or expressions that your partner does not understand.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Simple Present Tense

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-verb-tenses-the-simple-present-part-1.html
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Speaking w/ Grammar
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

look up
-to refer to a volume of information such as

the internet or a dictionary for specific
information

We didn't know what the word meant, so
we looked it up in the dictionary.

find out
-to discover, either unexpectedly or after

searching

I want to ask her out on a date, but I need
to find out her name first!

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

cut to the chase
-to only focus on doing or saying what is
important and not waste time saying or

doing other things)
We don't have time to chat...please just

cut to the chase. What do you want?

blow off steam
-participate in activities that relieve stress

I like to go to the gym to blow off steam. 
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Speaking w/ Grammar
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Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 

- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes

Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of studying from home at an online school 
(university) compared to actually physically going to school (university).

Which would you prefer? Use reasons and specific details to explain your choice.

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. 

“Studying _____ is fine, but I would rather...”

“I would prefer to study ______ because...”

Extra Lesson / Free Chat              10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Class 2
- CONVERSATION - 

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes

Useful phrases
 “So, tell me more about yourself.”
 “What are some things you would like to

do in the future?”

 “What else are you into?”
 “One day, I would really like to _______.”

  
Topic
Talk and ask your partner about your countries and cities.

Useful phrases
 “What city do you live?”
 “What is it like living in your city?”
 “Describe your city.”
 “What's your city's / country's population?”

 “Is it a major city?”
 “What other places are around it?”
 “Is your country divided into states? 

Provinces?”

Come up with more useful phrases.
Explain any words and/or expressions that your partner does not understand.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Present Perfect vs. Past Tense

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-verb-tenses-the-present-perfect.html
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Speaking w/ Grammar
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

bring up
-to mention as a specific topic in conversation
When you see her, try not to bring up her 
divorce.

-to rear children
Our parents brought us up strictly, but with

much love.

carry on
-to make a fuss and/or talk loudly and

emotionally
They kept carrying on so we asked them to

leave the building.

-to continue
I'm going to carry on studying at this

university for another two years.

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

(to) take sides
-to support one specific person/group during

a conflict

Why are you taking her side? I'm your
friend too!

(to) sit on the fence
-to stay neutral between opposing choices,

people, groups, and/or ideas

I don't know who I'll vote for president in
the upcoming election. I'm still sitting on

the fence

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes
Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

In some countries, tipping servers at bars and restaurants is expected, while in other 
places it is customary. What are your views on tipping at restaurants? Do you agree or 
disagree with them? Should they be reduced or increased? Why?

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“I don't agree with tipping because...”
(...the restaurants are already paying their servers, servers are just doing their job, etc.)

“I think servers deserve tips because...”
(...they work really hard, they get paid a low salary, etc.)

Extra Lesson / Free Chat              10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Class 3
- CONVERSATION -

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes

 “How's it goin'?”
 “How was your day / week?”
 “How's your day / week so 

far?”

 “It's goin' ___ (good, alright, bad).”
 “My day was _____ (busy, slow, terrible, great, etc.).”
 “My day's/week's been _____ (busy, slow, terrible, 

great, etc.) so far.”

Topic
Share about your family with your conversation partner. 

Useful phrases
 “How many people are in your family?”
 “Do you have any brothers or sisters?”
 “Are they older or younger than you?”

 “There are __ of us (in our family).”
 “Yes, I have __ older __ and __ younger __.”
 “I am the oldest/youngest.”
 “I am an only child.”
 “I am the middle child.”

Come up with more useful phrases.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Future Tenses

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here:
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-verb-tenses-the-future-tense-part-1.html
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

set up
-to prepare and/or organize

They set up a new web design business.

-to frame someone for a wrongdoing
They set their friend up for the crime.

-to assemble
We set up his video game console.

make out
-to achieve a result in something (as a person)

How did you make out at school?

-to recognize or distinguish (sight or hearing)
the details of something.

That sign's too far. I can't make it out. What
does it say? 

-to passionately kiss
They made out during the whole movie!

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes
Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

(to) give someone
the cold shoulder

-to ignore and/or treat someone in an
unfriendly way (usually after a dispute)

We argued last night, and now she's giving
me the cold shoulder.

“You rock!”
-"You are great / wonderful!"

-"Thank you!"
Wow! She got the highest mark in our

class. She rocks!

Thank you for helping me with my
homework. You rock!

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes

Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Digital technology and social networking have made life more convenient and connect 
people from all over the world. Yet, some believe these modern wonders are slowly 
eliminating our privacy and endangering our interpersonal relationships.

What do you think? Would you prefer to live in a world with less technology? Share and 
discuss your opinion on this topic.

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“Well, I think that technology these days...(has gone too far, is amazing, etc.)”

“I would prefer to live in a world...(with less technology, with more technology, with better 
technology, etc.)”

"I like the world the way it is, with all this technology, because...(it's improved our lives, it's
made our lives easier, etc.)"

Extra Lesson / Free Chat              10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Class 4

- CONVERSATION -

Greetings and Introductions      10 minutes
Useful phrases  :

 “Hey! How have you been?”
 “How's work / school been (going)?”
 “How has your _____ been going?”

 “I've been _____ (good, fine, alright).”
 “It's been (going) ___ (alright, great, bad).”
 “What happened with...?”

Topic
Talk about your best friend(s). Describe this person and say why he/she is your best friend.

Useful phrases  :
 “Who's your best friend?”
 “How did you both meet?”
 “What is she / he like?”
 “What do you usually do together?" 

 “She's / He's ___ and/but ___ (kind, quiet, 
funny, strong-willed).”

 “We usually meet and _____ (go for a 
coffee, play basketball, chat).”

Come up with more useful phrases.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Conditional Tenses

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/the-first-conditional.html
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

get over
-to begin to feel happier or better after

experiencing a difficult situation

He is finding it difficult getting over his
break up.

get away with
-to escape punishment after doing something

wrong or "bad"

He lied on his application form?! We can't
let him get away with that: we have to fire

him.

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

(to) freak out
-to (suddenly) feel uncontrollable anxiety,

anger, and/or fear

I didn't study for the test! I'm freakin' out
right now!

(to) hit the books
-to study (hard)

I have to hit the books, so I can't go out
tonight. I have exams this week.

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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-REFLECTIONS-

Share your Opinion      10 minutes

Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Some people want television, radio, and internet content monitored and censored. 
Others insist that all media be censorship-free. Discuss your views on censorship and the
right to freedom of speech. Is there ever a reason for censorship? Explain.

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“I think that freedom of speech...(is a very important right, should never be limited, etc.)”

“I feel that the government should...(control all aired-content, etc.)”

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Speaking w/ Grammar
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Class 5

- CONVERSATION -

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes

Useful Phrases
 “Hey! What's up?”
 “So, how's everything (been) going?”

 “Hi! Good to see you!”
 “It's been going ___ (good, alright, bad).”

Topic
Talk and ask your partner about some of their favorite foods. 

Useful phrases
 “What kinds of food do you like the best?”
 “What are some foods that you would 

like to try but have never had before?”

 “Are there any foods you do not like?”
 “What do you usually eat for 

breakfast? lunch? dinner?”

Come up with more useful phrases.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Articles: 
Which, When, and When Not to Use Them

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-grammar-definte-vs-indefinite-articles.html
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

go on
-to continue

Go on! Finish telling me what happened!

-to happen
Hey! What's going on over here? I just

heard a loud noise!

hold on
-to wait

Hi! Can you hold on a minute? I'll be with
you in a moment.

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

“Hang in there!”
-to stay positive and continue trying even

though something is difficult

I know this course is difficult, but hang in
there! You'll do fine.

the cream of the crop
-the best (usually people)

Our company only hires the cream of the
crop.

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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-REFLECTIONS-

Share your Opinion      10 minutes
Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Comment on the personal and social benefits to living a vegan lifestyle. Would you ever 
consider becoming a vegan? Why or why not? Explain your answers and give examples. 

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“I've considered becoming vegan because...(it's very healthy, it's very humane, etc.)"

"I could never become a vegan because...(I like meat too much, it's too difficult to do, etc.)”

“In my personal opinion, I think...(more people should become vegan, people should eat 
whatever they choose, etc.)"

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Class 6
-CONVERSATION-

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes

Useful phrases
 “Hey, what's new?”
 “What's new with you?”
 “What have you been up to

lately?”

 “Oh, not much.”
 “(Oh, not much,) same old thing.”
 “I've been __ (very busy, working hard, etc.) these 

days.”

Topic
Talk about your favorite place to visit and/or favorite activity to do on weekends. Describe
it and explain why it is your favorite.

Useful phrases:
 “What do you usually do on weekends?”
 “On weekends, (my ___ and) I usually ____ 

(hang out at home, go shopping, go to the
gym, go to the park, etc.).”

 “Sometimes, I _____ (do work, go to 
the gym, clean the house, etc.) and 
other times, I ____ (go out, chill out, 
hang out at home, etc.).”

Come up with more useful phrases.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Prepositions: 
Factors and Relationships

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-grammar-prepositions.html
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

turn out
-to end as a result (that is unexpected)

The party turned out great! Everyone had
fun!

-to manufacture/produce (regularly)
That factory turns out 1000 new cars per

day.

work out
-to succeed

Your business idea worked out perfectly! We
made a huge profit!

-to solve
We tried to work out our problems.

-to exercise
I prefer working out at the gym to working

out at home.

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

go the extra mile
-to do more work than normally required or

done by others
In order to get a promotion in this

company, you will need to go the extra
mile.

take something with a grain of salt
-to be skeptical about the belief of something

Be careful when you talk to that guy. Take
everything he says with a grain of salt!

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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-REFLECTIONS-

Share your Opinion      10 minutes
Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Tourism is becoming increasingly important as a source of revenue to many countries 
but its disadvantages should not be overlooked. What are some of the problems of 
tourism?

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“Well, I love traveling, but people have to...(treat their hosts / the environment respectfully, 
etc.)”

“I think that all tourism should...(be reduced, be limited, etc.)”

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Class 7

-CONVERSATION-

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes

Useful phrases:
 “How've you been doin' (lately)?”
 “So, how's life?”

 “I've been doin' ____ (ok, alright, wonderful, etc.).”
 “It's ____ (ok, not too bad, amazing, alright, etc.)”
 'It sucks!'

Topic
Talk about your favorite (national) holiday in your country. Describe it and explain why it is 
important or why it is your favorite.

Useful phrases:
 “What's your favorite holiday?”
 “What do you do on that day?”
 “What are the origins of this 

holiday?”

 “When is _____ (this holiday, Christmas, 
Cheosuk, Eid-al-Adha, Hanukkah, etc.)?”

 “Do you eat any special foods (on that 
day)?”

Come up with more useful phrases.

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Passive Voice
You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 

http://englishexpressyes.com/the-passive-voice.html
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

come across
-to present as an impression of yourself

Our teacher comes across as strict, but
really, he's very nice!

-to suddenly encounter
We came across our neighbor at the

supermarket today.

brush up on
-to improve upon a skill to a previously higher

level

I got a tutor to brush up on my English
before our trip to New York.

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes
Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

(to) bite off more than you can chew
-to accept more work than you can handle

and/or manage

I think you have bitten off more than you
can chew...you need a vacation!

a piece of cake
-a task and/or experience that is very easy to

complete with success

Using this app is a piece of cake...let me
show you.

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

-REFLECTIONS-

Share your Opinion      10 minutes

Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

If you could make some important changes in the school(s) that you attend or have 
attended, what type of changes would you make? Give specific examples and reasons. 

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“Well, I would change...”

“I think that schools should...”

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Class 8

-CONVERSATION-

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes 

Useful Phrases: 
 “Hey! How are things?”
 “How did your ___ (presentation, 

meeting, party, etc.) go?"

 “Things are ___ (good, ok, terrible, 
alright, etc.).”

 “It went ____ (great, good, terrible, ok).”

Topic
Talk about a time when you experienced success. Describe the experience and say why it was
a success for you.

Useful Phrases: 

 “So, what's a success or 
accomplishment that 
you are proud of?”

 “One success in my life has been...(my family, my career, 
my business, etc.)”

 “One accomplishment that I am proud of is...(publishing 
my first book, becoming a doctor, starting my own 
business, etc.).”

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Gerunds and Infinitives

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-grammar-gerunds--infinitives.html
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

fall apart
-to physically break down

Those old shoes are falling apart...throw
them in the garbage!

-to emotionally or socially break down
Their relationship fell apart and so they

got divorced.

look after
-to take care of and protect

Can you look after my dog while I go away
on vacation?

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

(to) hit the nail on the head
-to be exactly correct

You hit the nail on the head! We need more
time to finish this project.

(to) keep an eye on _
-to watch something carefully

Please keep an eye on the students during
the test so that they do not cheat.

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes
Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Many wealthy countries spend large amounts of money per year on space exploration. 
Some think this is a waste of money as these resources could be used to help poor 
people. Others say that the survival of humanity depends on space exploration. 

Share your opinions on this matter. Should money be spent on space exploration? 
Discuss and explain your answer. 

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“I feel that countries should...(spend more money on space exploration, continue spending 
funds on space exploration, etc.)”

“It is more important that countries...(give money to poor people, help people in need, etc.)”

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Class 9

-CONVERSATION-

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes

Useful Phrases: 
 “Hi! It's nice to see you again.”
 “So, what's been happening with you 

(since we last met)?”

 “Not much. 'Same old same old'.”
 “Well, I ______ (got a new job, passed my 

exams, etc.).”

Topic
What is your favorite book or movie? Describe it and say why it is your favorite.

Useful phrases:

 “What kind of movies are you 
into?”

 “What's your 'all-time' favorite 
movie?”

 “These days, I'm really into ____ (documentaries,
non-fiction books, comedies, etc.).”

 “Well, my favorite movie of 'all-time' is ___.”

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

The Word 'GET'

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/more-english-grammar-lessons---the-verb-to-get.html
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

come up
-to happen and/or arise unexpectedly

I am sorry but I can't meet you tomorrow
because something at work came up and I

have to help out.

give up
-to quit doing something

She gave up smoking after 20 years!

-to surrender
The criminals gave themselves up to the

police.

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

twist someone's arm
-to convince someone to do something or to

think a certain way

At first, I didn't want to go to the party,
but my friend twisted my arm.

face the music
-to accept responsibility for some wrongdoing

I didn't do my homework assignment and
now I have to face the music and tell the

teacher.

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes

Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Some experts predict that driver-less cars are the way of the future, however, many 
others do not welcome the concept. Discuss the advantages to this new mode of 
transportation and comment on why some people might reject it. 

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“I would never use a driver-less car because...(I would have no control over the car, someone
could take over control of my car, someone could hack into my car and control it, etc.)"

"I think this idea is ______ (excellent, bad, good, etc.) because it could / would 
______(prevent car accidents, save lives, reduce traffic, etc.)"

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Class 10

-CONVERSATION-

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes
  

 “Hey! Long time no see!”  “Yeah, it's been a while.”

Topic
Talk about a good place to have fun in your city or town. Describe this place and explain 
why it is fun.

Useful phrases:

 “What do people do for fun 
in your town?”

 “Where are some fun places 
to go in your city?”

 “Most people in my town _______ (go shopping, go to
the beach, go skiing, go out to eat, etc.).”

 “Well, many people really like to go to ______ (the 
parks, the ski hills, the beaches, to the shopping 
centers, etc.) we have in our city.”

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Past Continuous and Past Tense

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-verb-tenses-past-continuous--simple-past.html
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

get along with
-to interact harmoniously

I get along with everyone at work except
my boss. She is very mean! 

come up with
-to generate as an idea, concept, solution, etc.

She came up with a great new way of
making money! 

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

be on the ball
-to be focused and competent

Great job! You are really on the ball today! 

ring's a bell
-to sound familiar or make you remember

something

Your name rings a bell. Have we met
before? 

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes

Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Many people feel that it is shameful how celebrities such as actors and sports athletes 
earn considerably more money than civil servants like police officers and fire fighters. 
Comment and share your opinion on this issue.

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

 “Well, I think that a good leader must (be) ____ and ____ (compassionate, willing to make 
sacrifices, strong-willed, authoritative, etc.)”

“An effective leader should possess _______, ________, and ______ (intelligence, discernment, 
prudence, courage, compassion, diligence, altruism, etc.)"

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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